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DO follow instructions included with hardware Kit #76A for connection 
of grounding cord to conductive top.

DO follow your electrical code in connection of top to your ground 
system.

DO use a 1 megohm resistor in the ground wire to ground tabletop.

DO NOT screw electrical buss containers or conduits into the 
conductive top.

DO NOT make a connection between the conductive top and metal 
frame of worktable.

DO NOT connect conductive top directly to electrical ground such as 
through electrical buss or conduit connections.

DO keep conductive top surfaces clean with a damp cloth and a mild 
soap solution.

DO NOT clean conductive top with antistatic cleaners, since use of 
such cleaners does not enhance the properties of the top. They are 
not necessary.

DO NOT leave hot solder irons or other heated equipment on the con-
ductive top surface. Although heat resistant, the conductive top 
will eventually scorch from solder irons, just as plastic laminates will.

DO NOT remove registration label as this will void any performance 
guarantees.
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